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SanLucar scoops
sustainability
award
Company honoured for its commitment
to social and economic development in
Tunisia
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development in the region El Hamma-

The company currently employs about

Since July, SanLucar has had a new partner,

Gabès with its farm “La Cinquième Saison”.

1,500 people in Northern and Southern

HBG Holding, with a stake in the capital of

SanLucar has been operating in the area
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since 2008 and has become one of the
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In 2018, it was awarded the National Prize

The company also contributes significantly

for Social Progress by the former president

to a social and cultural progress in the

of the Tunisian Republic, Béji Caïd Essebsi.

region through different actions.
SanLucar has been operating in Tunisia
As well as participating in the ministerial

since 2008. Its tomato farm, La
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